ABSTRACT. This paper utilizes the method of extremal length to study several diameter problems for functions conformal outside of a disc centered at the origin, with a standard normalization, 
INTRODUCTION.
In this paper we utilize the method of extremal length to study several diameter problems for functions conformal outside of a disc centered at the origin, with a standard normalization, which possess a quasiconformal extension to a ring subdomain of this disc. Similar functions have been studied by many authors, for example, Kfihnau [4] , Schober [7] , and McLeavey [61. GrStzsch [1 studied diameter problems for normalized quasiconformal functions of subdomains of the unit disc by an unrefined version of extremal length (for easy reference, see Kfinzi [51).
The purpose of this paper is to extend known results on the diameter of a complementary component of the image domain of a univalent function. Applications include transfinite diameters of families of non-overlapping functions and an extension of the Koebe one-quarter theorem.
NOTATION.
We shall employ the following labels: z z + iy, w u + iv, C + i, F U + iV. Let D represent the unit disc, the extended complex plane, C1 closure and qc. quasiconformal. The Jacobian of a function F is denoted by J [F] , and and denote real and imaginary part, respectively.
For a simple closed Jordan curve , let Int (7) and Ext (7) The following constants appear frequently: Let (w) log(w), where the branch chosen is that which takes imaginary values betwn 0 d 2. First we cut off a neighborhood of infinity. Let (R) {]w] < R}, where R is osen large enough so that the boundary components of 9 are contained in/)(R). Next one transfers to the logarithmic plane via the mapping (. Let A(R)= ((/)(R)), AI ((190, and 
A0(R) A(R)-
The function I induces a mapping w F() on the variable ( as follows: start with a value of ( E A(R), take the corresponding value of w, perform the mapping l(w) w', then map this point by the same branch of .Ac alculation reveals that, on the segment ai {(, ) 0 _< < 2, log(R)}, F() C + os(I-I) + o(,-).
We estimate the module of A'(R) for the class of curves which separate the boundary component
El from the image of as under F.
For a lower bound, we employ a slight extension of GrStzsch's lemma (see Jenkins [2] , theorem 2.6, page 22). In our case, the domains A'(R), A], and A(R) are not doubly-connected due to the additional boundary components. To adapt GrStzsch's lemma to the present situation, instead of employing the canonical mapping of a doubly-connected domain onto a circular ring, as in the proof of GrStzsch's lemma, one must employ the circular slit ring mapping @2. With this modification, the rest of the proof of GrStzsch's lemma carries through. After this, we apply the quasi-invariance of the module under a K-qc. mapping and conformal invariance of the module to show that
To estimate the module from above, the metric (2) Combining the upper and lower estimates and letting R tend to infinity yields the inequality of the theorem.
The equality statement is obtained by first assuming equality holds throughout the proof and then employing the equality statement in Gr6tzsch's (extended) lemma. For w )0, the uniqueness of the circular slit mapping for domains of finite connectivity (theorem 5.4, page 74, Jenkins [2] ) is used, and for w 6 a, one proceeds as in Kfinzi [5] , page 100, Satz 3a.
We remark that the proof of the inequality in theorem I only depends upon the modules of and A0(R). Thus the inequality remains valid for domains of infinite connectivity, provided the set of boundary slits do not affect the modules of A and A0(R), i.e., the set of boundary slits form a minimal slit set (for refe:ence, see Jenkins [2] , page 81). The price one pays for this extension is a sacrifice of uniqueness of the extremal mapping, since the circular slit mapping need not be unique for domains of infinite connectivity.
We mention another extension of theorem 1. Its proof is an obvious modification of the proof of theorem 1. For theorem 2, q will always represent any integer between and N, inclusive, for N any fixed integer. Let The next corollary is proven by forming a Riemann sum and applying the above theorem. For an example of this, see McLeavey [6] , and for another method of proof, see Kunzi [5] Next an application of corollary 1 is proven which extends corollary 7.3, page 124, in Jenkins [2] . It will be clear that one can also extend corollaries 7.1 and 7.4 in Jenkins [2] . First some labels are given. Let 0 < r < < r < oo, let K, > 1, for 1 with equality occurring only for the functions, 9, e R, for We conclude this paper with corresponding results for the minimum diameter theorem. For this we first achieve a result analogous to theorem 1. THEOREM 4. Let /9 be a domain on the w-sphere which contains infinity, with boundary components E CI(D), E E, where the E, for j 2,...,n, consist of slits on rays emanating from the origin, and which are contained in {1 < Iwl < p}. Let f be continuous and univalent in/9 with continuous first partials in/9 =/ t3 {1 < Iwl < p}, regular in/90 79 t3 {Iwl > p} apart from a simple pole at infinity where it has the expansion (3.1). 
